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Our Geography
• Argyll & Bute is a remote & rural
region
• Population of c. 90,000
• Over 80% of people live within 1km
of the sea
• 23 inhabited islands
• We have one acute hospital,
community hospitals and acute
pathways to NHS Greater Glasgow
& Clyde
• One of 2 HSCP’s within NHS
Highland
• Sit within clear boundaries of Argyll
and Bute Council
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Health & Social Care in Argyll
• Two employers, T&Cs, sets of policies & processes –
challenging for service managers
• HSCP a virtual organisation, no single identity
• People & Change (NHS), HR & OD (Council) – dispersed but
central functions soon to be co-located
• Some of our HR processes hosted by Inverness
• People data on different systems, joint reporting has to
involve manual intervention
• Co-location, integration of teams and branding in progress
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Values & Culture
• To create a shared culture, we need to be establish
shared values
• Along with a shared vision, the ‘glue’ to make
Integration work more effectively
• Creates an identifiable shared code of practise to
support each other during changing and challenging
times
• A solid foundation to build on
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Development of framework;
• Staff focus group work helped us select 6 new Shared
Values: ‘CIRCLE’ (Jan/Feb 2018)
• Values & Practices framework developed with staff;
builds on Bolton NHS FT work but takes the Barrett Model
further
• Launching Sept 2018, embedding into our processes;
Practices customisable by each team
• Sessions planned with local team leads and managers to
roll-out
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The Barrett Model
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CIRCLE
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COMPASSION
INTEGRITY
RESPECT
CONTINUOUS LEARNING
LEADERSHIP
EXCELLENCE
These Six Values ensure coverage at Levels 2-7 of the Barrett Model (e.g Integrity is Level 5)

Values Branding
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Neolithic cup & ring carvings at Achnabreck

CIRCLE Metaphors
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• Circles are part of our regional identity; early origins of community life
are evidenced by cup & ring marks across Argyll
• A circle represents something universal & inclusive, embracing both
Council & NHS employees
• Circles are groups of people with a shared interest; our local
communities include staff, patients, clients and relatives
• CIRCLE sets out an ambitious target around creating a values-based
culture and sustainable health & social care services
• Compassion is at the heart of everything we do, and runs through our
Values like a golden thread
• Compassion is directly supported by Integrity, Respect – and our goals
around Continuous Learning, Leadership and Excellence completes the
CIRCLE

The CIRCLE framework
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Core (I) and Optional (We) Practices
EXCELLENCE

We put quality and safety at the heart of all our services
and how they are delivered.
• I will strive to ensure a high level of safety & quality within my
work
• I will continuously seek to improve standards of care & service
• I will encourage others to continuously improve the experience
for the people we care for and the people we work with
• We will hold ourselves accountable to work to professional
standards (e.g. CIPD, Institute for OD) in our interactions with
others
• We will apply HQA as a lean methodology to deliver a quality
service to our internal and external customers
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Next Steps
• CIRCLE to be incorporated into Values-Based Recruitment as interview
questions
• A standard Individual Objective has been defined for use for all staff &
managers; enables conversations and feedback around demonstrating
the Values & Practices
• The team-level ‘We’ Practices will enable self-reflection and embed
values
• CIRCLE Values will underpin our Annual HSCP Staff Awards categories
• We are planning a values-based cultural survey for the whole HSCP in
Spring 2019
• Aspiration to be a values-based health & social care provider
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Workshop session
• 3 discussion groups (questions may change depending on group and time)
1) Why focus on values?
2) How can values provide the ‘glue’ for a new or merging
organisations?
3) How do we embed values into everyday work of our HSCP’s?
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